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A Message from the CEO, to our Clients
“It was the best of times; it was the worst of times. It is what we make it.”
CHRIS WACHTEL
CEO

I recently saw that variation of the
quote in a presentation by Dean Minuto
and it struck me how relevant that is
today. We have never seen anything
like this pandemic in our lifetime… truly
making it the worst of times. However,
the human spirit is shining through
like never before. Whether it is the
health care providers risking their own
lives every day or the teachers driving
caravans to wave to their students or
the people bringing groceries to their
elderly neighbors who can’t risk leaving
their homes, the world is showing
compassion for “others” like never
before. Proving that good can come out
of almost any situation.
At WordCom, our focus has always
been on people. Our job is to be there
for our clients and make their job easier
and that is what we continue to do
during the pandemic. We have stayed
open by staffing 90% virtual and still
completing our clients’ projects on
time. While some clients have paused
marketing programs, many clients
realized that mail was the best way to
communicate to all of their customers
or members about the steps they were

taking to be of service. WordCom
was there to help whether it was
to brainstorm on creative, provide
templates, or generate mailings in
record time!
Just as important to me are the
people at WordCom who support our
clients every day. Their health and
happiness are my top priority. Before
Connecticut issued the stay at home
order, we gave anyone who wasn’t
comfortable coming into the office the
option of working from home. After
we decided to require
most staff to work
from home, everyone
was provided secure
tools to do so. We
will do this as long
as we need to and
will continue to do
everything we can to
ensure jobs are secure
at WordCom.

and members. We remain open and
ready to assist you with digital, social,
email, and direct mail communications.
We are prepared to move quickly to
meet your immediate needs. Simply
put: should you need us, we are here.
In the meantime, please stay safe
and take care of yourself and your loved
ones. Use this time to gain a deeper
appreciation for what is truly important:
kindness for yourself and the world
around you.

We are committed
to providing you
with support during
these difficult times.
Support for you and
your organization, as
well as your customers
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Attrition Modeling

Cory Leiphart
AVP, Analytics &
Data Services

It’s hard work acquiring new customers. The last thing anyone wants is to see those
customers leave soon after. Everyone loses customers, but not everyone loses the
same percentage of customers. Some Financial Institutions (FIs) are able to retain
a very high percentage of their customers year over year, while others struggle with
retention. Understanding your attrition numbers, what type of customers you’re
keeping and who you’re losing, can make a big difference on the balance sheet.
Equally important is developing a formal strategy for retaining more customers.

This starts with understanding which of your
customers are most important to the FI’s goals
(cross-sell ratio, transactional account users, etc)
and profitability.
Using a model can help to understand which
patterns in a customer’s behavior coincide with a
higher potential for departure. Through identifying
these patterns and the importance of each of these
key variables, other customers with similar trends
can be identified. Attrition trends can often be
seen in the slow closure of accounts, reduction
of account balances, reduction in the use of
debit cards and online banking services, or in the
termination of direct deposit. But it’s not always
something detectable by the eye or only seen in these
variables. Models are able to assess the importance of all
data available.
Not only is it important to pinpoint the people that
appear likely to leave, but this information is only useful
if it is translated into a plan that nurtures and retains
customers that provide long-term profitability and growth.
After identifying these customers with a higher
probability of departure and rank-ordering them to direct
retention efforts towards the most important to retain,
it’s important to validate that your actions had an effect.
Comparing the output of the model centering around

the potential attrition customers and measuring
that against a report of those who truly left provides
backend validation of the model and insights into
how effective your retention efforts were at mitigating
attrition.
As with all things data analytics, understanding which
pieces of information (or which metrics) are meaningful
from a sea of analysis isn’t always easy. What’s harder
is being the person trying to understand or interpret
the data when key pieces haven’t been isolated from
other less meaningful data. Our computers and models
crunch the data and output results, but
presenting those results to key decisionmakers and those who need to understand
the data is critical.
Dashboards have made this review of
data far easier in recent years. Using tools
that present visuals in a cleaner, easier-tounderstand manner is a key element to
enabling decision makers to focus their
energy on the metrics that matter while
cutting out the clutter. Many of these tools
also allow for viewing real-time information
by being able to connect into database
programs, enabling data to be refreshed on
the fly.
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Enhancing Data Can Serve Many Purposes

CHRIS WACHTEL
CEO

As a financial marketer, you have a good amount of information about
the people who bank with you to help communicate to them in a relevant
manner. However, in today’s world, people expect everything to be very
customized to them (thanks Amazon!). Luckily, there is a plethora of data
available to help craft your communications to be pertinent and timely.

The easiest place to start is with
demographic appends. Adding
information like age, income, marital
status, and presence of children has
been possible for years but the data
is better now than it has ever been.
Understanding a person’s current life
stage and family status can go a long
way in determining what is important
to them in terms of product offers.
Many financial characteristics like home
ownership, net worth, and profitability
scores can be added as well.
Depending on the variables being
added, the cost of an append is usually
between $.10 and $.20 a record.
Refreshing this data every 6 months is
recommended but this can be pushed
to annually... especially if you get data
appended to new customers on a more
frequent basis.
Many data providers have taken that
information and created segmentation
schemes to group people together

at the neighborhood level. These
“personas” can then be used to
enhance general messaging. However,
if the segmentation is to be used
as part of the criteria for selecting
a person for an offer, it is important
to use segmentation that is built
from household level data for better
accuracy.
Life Event Triggers can be extremely
useful as well. Events such as moving,
change in marital status, or having
a baby often precede an upcoming
financial need. Providing the customer
with the financial guidance and
product offerings they need is a
perfect way to maintain and grow the
relationship.
Business appends have become
more prevalent as well. Appending
basic firmographics like employee size,
sales volume, and SIC or NAICS codes
can help identify what niche may work
well for your institution. Additional

information like estimated cash on
hand or credit worthiness can help
with deposit or loan acquisition when
prospecting. You can also identify
potential business owners within your
retail customer base to help expand
that relationship.
With all of the information that can
be appended, very powerful models
can be created. Modeling scores
can be appended to predict which
customers are likely to have a specific
product need based on the profile of
your existing customers who own the
product. Attrition models are just as
important, as they identify customers
who are likely to leave in the coming
months based on demographic
and behavioral data. Knowing this
information with enough advance
notice to be able to stem the attrition
can be extremely valuable.
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Why it’s so important to communicate
like you never have before
GERRY D’AGOSTINO
Vice President

In these uncertain times, it’s never been more critical for businesses to
communicate with consumers. But just as important as the communication itself
is choosing the right message, and the right way to get it out—whether reaching
out to existing customers or new prospects.

Channels and messaging
for existing customers
Which way you choose to communicate with your
customers may depend on the message you are sending
out—and how much attention you want your message to get.
Consider these options:
◗ Email: This is a fast and economical way to quickly assure
customers of the steps you’ve taken to keep them and their
money safe. It’s also an excellent way to communicate
changes in branch staffing or hours, since for so many
organizations, it’s no longer “business as usual.”
◗ Direct mail: “Snail mail” still has its place today.
For example:
❱ You may not have email addresses for up to 50% of your
customers. (See the article in this newsletter titled “We Take
the Mystery Out of Email” to see how you can improve your
own percentage.) Direct mail can help you reach a larger
audience.
❱ You can use direct mail to communicate
about the same topics as
you would in email—
and you may prefer
to use this channel
for more important
communications, such as a
President’s message that’s
designed to instill a feeling
of caring, community, and
confidence.
❱ Direct mail can help
you communicate about
online and mobile
banking offerings.
Product offerings
that are especially
relevant today
should be well
received, such as
loan options and
deposit vehicles
for stimulus
checks.
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❱ If you provide Small Business Administration (SBA)
lending, direct mail can be a great way to disseminate
advice on what business owners should do after receiving
Payroll Protection funding.
◗ Digital: Your website can be a great place for links to
coronavirus-related landing pages and banner ads for
relevant products or special offerings.

Channels and messaging for new prospects
Some businesses have chosen to pause marketing
programs, while others have seen the opportunity to
garner greater attention to their message. While it has
always been important to send relevant product and
service offerings, now it’s more critical than ever. Similar
to what a lot of television advertisers have done, consider
adjusting your messages to reflect the times and point out
why product is still important. If a cash offer is being made,
this could take on greater importance for today’s cashstrapped consumers.
With respect to channels, less competition in
the mailbox and more
time for reading make
this an excellent time
for direct mail. Take
advantage of Informed
Delivery, which sends
emails to recipients
about what is coming
to their mailbox, with
a clickable link to
your landing page
or website. Adding
social media ads
to your direct mail
campaign can boost
your branding
efforts and results.
Finally, retargeting
that posts ads for
prospects who
have already visited
your website can
reinforce your
message even more.

Marketing to Millennials:
Digital and Direct Mail Together
HARRY WALTMAN
Vice President

It comes as no surprise that millennials continue to grow as a group to
focus bank marketing upon. Generally born between 1980 and 2000, this
population segment will make up close to 50% of the working population in
the United States by 2022. Like generations before them, as they mature, their
financial perspectives and goals continue to evolve. Financial institutions
need to be attuned to this group and understand how best to market to and
develop relations with this important segment.
novelty when compared
to the voluminous amount
of digital advertising
received. Creative copy
and design on a physical
piece can make a noted
impression.

Digital and Direct
Mail Together –
Digital Connect

Digital and Mobile Banking
Having grown up in the digital
world, millennials consider technology
a given. They are more likely to open
an account online or with their phones
then at a branch. Similarly, remote
deposit, transferring money between
accounts or applying for a loan online
is required for this generation. Most
institutions understand that digital
advertising is a must as they reach out
to this group. Social media, emails and
digital targeting are the staples in this
approach.

Direct Mail Marketing –
Still Effective
Millennials still respond to direct
mail. Direct marketing can help an
institution acquire new households,
promote specific products and services,
or strengthen customer relations
while reducing attrition. Studies
show that over 75% of millennials
read and consider direct mail pieces
when received. Also, since mail is
only received once a day, it offers a

Both digital and direct
mail marketing can be
used as stand-alone efforts,
but they produce higher
response rates when both are used for
the same campaign. Receipt of direct
mail can be coordinated with a digital
effort. WordCom’s Digital Connect
program can ensure institutions have
a digital marketing effort working
with direct mail campaigns. Here are
all the ways your institution can stay
“top of mind” with the product offer
in conjunction with your direct mail
program:

• SocialMatch: Enables financial
institutions to match
their mailing list
with their recipients’
Facebook and Instagram
user accounts. With
SocialMatch, the target
market will not only
receive the mailing, but
they will be delivered
the same message on
their social feeds, even
before they visit your
website.

integration, the mailing piece
is accompanied by a full-color,
clickable ad within the grayscale
email preview sent by the USPS
to individuals who have elected
this service. With this service,
your financial institution can
geographically track where Informed
Delivery emails have been opened!

• Google Network and Online FollowUp: If an individual leaves your
website without taking action,
your ads will show up throughout
the Google Network, directing the
recipient back to your website.

• Social Media Follow-Up: Follow-up

ads can be kept in front of prospects,
even when they’re scrolling through
their newsfeeds on Facebook and
Instagram.

When targeting millennials (or any
other group!), the best campaign
results are produced when digital
advertising and direct mail promotions
are coordinated together. WordCom’s
Digital Connect makes this approach
easy and turnkey.

• Informed Delivery®:

With Informed Delivery
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Take the Mystery Out of Email
SEAN MULVANEY,
Chief Strategy
Officer

Having accurate email addresses for as many customers as possible
can save your organization time and money, while
enhancing customer service. In addition, it can
enable you to send the right message quickly and
easily at the right time—for very little money.

At WordCom, we can leverage multiple
data sources to clean up your existing
email lists. The bottom line? On average,
we can provide you with 50 to 60 percent
of the email addresses that are missing or
invalid.
All we need is a list of your customers’
names, addresses, and current email
addresses (if available). Our Email
Verification technology will then connect
with email domains to perform realtime verification. Our data hygiene tool
detects unknown users and invalid
domains and removes them from your
mailing list—significantly reducing email
bounces.

When verification is complete,
WordCom will provide you with a
report that includes:
• The emails you provided that
are valid
• The emails you provided that
are invalid—or where we found a
better email address
• The customers you were missing
emails for—with the addresses we
found (where applicable)
At times, we can even provide
multiple email addresses, and rank
them in order of priority.

Enhancing your email database can
enable you to reach more customers for
marketing or just informational purposes.
Let WordCom put our Email Verification
technology to work for you—so you can
take the accuracy of your email records
to a new level.

How Branches Might Evolve to Get
Customers/Prospects Engaged
GERRY D’AGOSTINO
Vice President

ADRIAN PHILLIPS,
Client Insights

Despite a significant move to digital channels, most consumers use
multiple channels to manage their finances, including branch visits.
Communication channel preference for banking is related to age,
with seniors having the highest preference for branch visits—most
commonly to deposit a check.

The Future of Financial
Institution Branches
Branches are evolving. As customers’ needs shift,
so does the function of bank branches. Traditionally,
customers would visit a branch to open basic accounts.
Some still want that face-to-face advice. So how could
banking change moving forward? Below are some possible
scenarios:
Less traffic = fewer branches. Less in-branch visits
could mean fewer branches. Perhaps additional drive-thru
windows will be added for customer convenience.
Appointment only. Customers with complicated
transactions might be asked to set up an appointment to
discuss their needs.
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Online/mobile banking. Many of us were forced into
online/mobile banking in recent months and found that it
was very easy to do a large part of our banking this way.
More ATMs in public places. As we all continue to
practice social distancing, we could see an increase of ATMs
popping up in unexpected places with the intent of making
banking easier for the customer.
More communication. However institutions decide to
move forward, they will need to communicate to prospects
and customers. Having a solid communication plan is more
important than ever.
As we prepare for our new post-pandemic world, we
know financial institutions will still be serving our banking
needs. The question is… how do we want to be served
moving forward?

Data Appends

Add data to your existing
customers to gain actionable
insights.
As a financial marketer, you have a good amount of
information about the people who bank with you to help
communicate to them in a relevant manner. However,
in today’s world, people expect everything to be highly
customized to them. Luckily, there is an abundance of data
available to add to what you already have to help ensure
your communications are timely and relevant.
INTELLIGENCE RIGHT ON TARGET
With so many data sources in the market today, how do
you know where to begin? WordCom has been working
with data for the financial services industry for over 35 years
and has cultivated some of the best data available from
a variety of proven sources. You know the data you are
getting will be updated and accurate.

MAKE IT ACTIONABLE
While plenty of companies can give you data, WordCom
partners with you to make it actionable. We collaborate
with you to understand what your goals are and then craft a
data plan that helps you accomplish those goals. Some of
the goals we have helped our clients with are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Identify customer’s Next Most Likely Product
Create product ownership profiles
Generate life stage segmentation
Monitor for life event changes
Calculate profitability groupings
Detect the likelihood of attrition
Uncover wealth management opportunities
Identify potential business owners within retail customers

A wealth of information
at your fingertips
WHAT’S AVAILABLE
Here are some of the data points you can use:
•

Demographics – age, income, life stage, home
ownership, and wealth indicators provide a picture of
what your customers look like

•

Live Event Triggers – pre-movers, new movers, newly
married, new baby… all indicators of financial need

•

Next Most Likely Product – predictive models based on
demographics and product ownership

•

Attrition scores – models to identify customers likely to
leave so you can communicate before it happens
Prebuilt Segmentation – household level segmentation
covering 10 categories and 90 subcategories

•
•

Profitability – identify those customers that are
profitable, those that are not, and those that have more
potential

•

Business owner/affiliation – data indicating the
business affiliations your customers have

•

Firmographics – append business data to your business
customers to better serve them

Your goals are our goals, so please
contact us today at (800) 822-0622 or
visit us online at www.wordcom-inc.com
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